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Ask the angels to clear the energy of the space you are working in. Light or visualise a candle, call in your angels and the      
Archangels: Raphael to heal and help cut cords to this behaviour or pattern, Zadkiel for the violet flame to clear away any fear 
based energy and Gabriel for clarity and to purify. Close your eyes and see yourself being bathed in golden light from above. 
Send down roots from the soles of your feet deep into the earth for grounding. See Archangel Raphael working on your energy 
body now, tune into the symbol in your energy that represents the addiction and allow Raphael to clear this with his powerful 
emerald healing light. Be aware of what you see or sense. Now see Archangel Zadkiel clearing the site in your aura where the 
addictive symbol was and  blazing it in the violet flame of transmutation. Ask him in your mind to then place a symbol of    
something beautiful that you would like in your aura there instead. Then see Archangel Gabriel placing a crown of white light 
on your head, giving you complete clarity around this matter, be aware of new insights. See Gabriel then placing a beam of 
white light through and over your whole body and auric field, purifying your energy and raising the vibration. Be aware of any        
sensations or new knowing.  Take three deep, cleansing breaths. 

 

Tapping: 

Thank you Archangel Raphael for dissolving the power of this addiction for me and for your healing energy  

Thank you Archangel Gabriel for ongoing clarity around this matter 

May I always be self-aware  

Thank you for this new purity in my energy now 

I allow it to settle in my being  

I allow it to grow into other areas of my life 

Thank you Archangel Zadkiel for bringing the violet flame 

Transmuting the fear in my energy into love and more light 

I know I can call upon any of you whenever I need to 

I am raising my awareness to a new level now 

I am giving myself permission to move forward with love now 

I no longer require that addiction 

It no longer serves me as I have newfound insights now 

I have access to your help whenever I need it 

I send love and this knowing to my future aspects 

Which may feel triggered by old triggers 

I send her/him the light they need to overcome cravings 

I offer myself now and all of my past aspects love and compassion  

I deeply love, honour and forgive myself 

And anyone else who may have contributed to any pain I have experienced 

Thank you Archangel Raphael for being there when I need you 

Thank you Archangel Gabriel for the purity and clarity of mind  

Thank you Archangel Zadkiel for the violet flame  

Transmuting fear into love in my being and beyond 

Repeating this for 30 days is useful for clearing a long standing addiction 


